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Exploratory Analysis of Chinese Pagoda-like Structures at Chilas Bridge Site, 

District Diamer, Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan 

MUHAMMAD ZAHIR, ABDUL GHANI KHAN AND SOHAIL FAROOQ 

Abstract 

The present paper analyses the petroglyphs of pagoda-like structures at Chilas Bridge site, 

District Diamer, Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan. A total of 199 petroglyphs of stupas, including 49 

pagoda-like structures, have been previously documented at the site. The main features of the 

pagoda-like structures were statistically investigated for frequency, cross-tabulation and cluster 

analyses. The widths of the pagoda-like structures ranged between 4 and 93 centimetres, with 

majority being less than 30 centimetres in widths, whereas the heights of most structures ranged 

from 14 to 89 centimetres. The widths and heights are inter-related in 1 to 2 ratio. All the structures 

ranged between 0.025 to 0.2 square meters in area. Almost half of these structures were tilted 

between 1 and 60 degrees and were oriented equally between east and west orientations. The 

pagoda-like structures seem to have been inspired from the Gandharan building traditions. These 

pagoda-like structures were probably carved by the local artists at the behest of the Chinese 

travellers or settlers in the region and reflected on the flow of ideas, religious ideologies and their 

manifestations, along with people and merchandized goods through the silk routes from ancient 

India to China and beyond. 

Keywords: Petroglyphs; Northern Pakistan Archaeology; Gandharan Buddhism; Stupa 

Architecture; Carving Traditions; Pagoda Architecture; 
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Introduction 

The cultural relationships between China and northern and north-western regions of 

South Asia can be traced back to at least the Neolithic period, dated from the 4
th

 – 3
rd

 millennia

BCE. From mid-1
st
 millennium BCE onwards, this relationship became stronger as a

consequence of the establishment of the silk routes that connected China and its borderlands in 

trade with the Roman Civilization, and due to the emigration of the Kushans, the Yuezhi tribes, 

from China and their establishment of one of the greatest empires of India, centred around the 

ancient Gandhara (the Vale of Peshawar). These connections religiously manifested itself in the 

transmission of Buddhism from India, primarily from its northern and north-western regions, to 

China utilizing the trade and communication opportunities provided by the silk routes. The 

transmission of Buddhism and its allied arts, architecture and literature, during the first half of 

the first millennium CE, was perhaps one of the greatest contributions of South Asia to China. 

Within the historical and archaeological literature of South Asia and China, the diffusion 

of Buddhism and its manifestations within the Chinese arts, architecture and literature has 

traditionally been investigated through the study of arts, especially sculptures and paintings, and 

religious literature. However, the transmission of the ideas of the religious architecture, 

especially of the architectural forms of the stupa, and its extent has been poorly understood 

within the South Asian and Chinese archaeology. Sufficient historical evidence exist that suggest 

the export of direct miniature copies of the Buddhist stupas – primarily of the Gandharan stupas, 

such as the Kanishka stupa at Peshawar – were taken by the Chinese pilgrims to China during the 

first millennium CE that influenced the Chinese Buddhist pagoda architecture. Thousands of 

petroglyphs along the Indus River, following the ancient silk routes, have been discovered during 
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the last forty years in northern Pakistan. These petroglyphs are primarily Buddhist in nature and 

include thousands of stupa carvings, predominantly influenced by the Gandharan stupa 

architectural and construction traditions, along the major nodal points on the ancient silk routes.  

The Chilas Bridge site, corresponding to a major crossing point on the Indus River in the 

1
st
 millennium CE, is a key rock carvings site in northern Pakistan, containing about two hundred 

petroglyphs of stupa. Some of these stupa petroglyphs do not fit within the traditional Gandharan 

stupa architectural tradition and are more akin to the traditional Chinese pagoda style 

construction, and hence termed as pagoda-like structures in this paper. Using the degree of 

varnish and the reading of accompanying inscriptions, the German scholars working at the Chilas 

Bridge site had dated the stupa carvings, including the pagoda-like structures, from 1
st
 to 6

th
/7

th
 

centuries CE (Thewalt, 2008: 63-66). It is possible that the pagoda-like structures at Chilas 

Bridge site, and other sites in northern Pakistan, represent the development, transfer and 

transmission of the ideas and actual forms of the pagoda architecture through the Silk Roads. The 

present paper is an attempt to statistically investigate these pagoda-like structures for exploring 

different patterns within these structures in detail. 

Regional Background 

Chilas is one of the most important ancient towns in District Diamer, Gilgit-Baltistan, 

Pakistan and it had served as a central point on ancient trade routes between South Asia, Central 

and China (Zahir 2019: 46; 53). The Chilas Bridge or Chilas-I site is located at latitude 

35°25'5.64" N and longitude 74°7'36.29" E. The site, located on the left bank of Indus River, is 

cut through the middle by the construction of Karakoram Highway in the 1970s (Figs. 1 & 2). 

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor is also passing nearby following the Karakoram 
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Highway. The site, covering an estimated 7.5 hectares in area, is one of the largest petroglyph 

sites recorded by the Pak-German Archaeological Mission to Pakistan in the 1980s. Most of the 

547 carvings at the site are historic and more than 50 percent of these are Buddhist (Bandini-

König, 2003: 3).  

The Buddhist carvings at the site can be classified into images of Buddha, Bodhisattvas 

and representations of stupa and swastika, and other religious symbols and inscriptions. The 

stupa representation is one of the most prominent features of the carvings of the Upper Indus 

Valley (Nasim Khan, 1997-98: 35). Pagodas are often defined as „a tall religious building in Asia 

with many levels‟, each with a curved roof (Cambridge Advanced Learner Dictionary 2005: 

909), or as as a „tower-like, multi-storey, solid or hollow structure made of stone, brick or wood, 

usually associated with a Buddhist temple complex‟ a derived from Indian stupa structures 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019). The origin of the pagoda structures is commonly linked with 

tower-like form of the stupa (Jansen, 2008: 287).  

The shape of the earliest pagoda structures in China is thought to have been influenced by 

the stupa architecture of Gandhara (Huu Phuoc, 2010: 182 cf. Shrotriya, 2015: 84). The tower-

like development of the stupa structures in Gandhara was attained through the duplication of the 

bases or storeys, elongation of the anda or dome into a dome-like cylinder and the lengthening of 

the chattravali through multiplication of the chattra (or screens) or compression of the chattra 

into a tapering shape, called chattravali (Daillapiccola, 2004: 805).  

The Chinese pilgrims who visited India, and particularly the ancient region of Gandhara 

(synonymous with the Vale of Peshawar, Pakistan), were introduced to Buddhist relgious 

literature and material culture, including examples of the stupa, such as the stupa of Kanishka 
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(excavated at Shah-ji-ki-dheri site, Peshawar). The pious Empress Dowager Hu of the Northern 

Wei dynasty of China, in circa 518 CE, sent a mission, under the leadership of the Song 

Yun/Hui-Sheng to northern India. On this visit, he made bronze models of the Kanishka stupa at 

Peshawar and four other great stupas in Northern India (Yetts, 1927: 127 cf. Shrotriya, 2015: 84). 

which he brought back to China (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2020). This phenomenon suggests a 

potential historical connection between the development of pagoda architecture in China and the 

stupa architecture of Gandhara, especially the Kanishka stupa at Peshawar, during the mid-1
st
 

millennium CE.  

The recent discovery of stucco sculptures of Buddha and architectural elements from a 

possible Buddhist monastic complex at Thalpan, across the Indus River off the Chilas Bridge 

site, demonstrates strong links with the regions of Gandhara, Taxila and Udyâna or Swat region 

(Zahir, 2019). Petroglyphs of two Chinese pagodas, with curved roofs, at the site of Thak Das, in 

the vicinity of the Chilas Bridge site, may have been carved by Chinese travellers or inhabitants 

of Chinese colonies in the region (Hollmann, not dated; 1993).  

Research Framework  

The first detailed recording of the petroglyphs at Chilas were carried by local scholar Mr. 

Ghulam Muhammad in the first decade of the 20th century and Hungarian-born English archaeologist 

Sir Aurel Stein in the early 1940s (Muhammad, 1905; Stein, 1944). Prof. Karl Jettmar re-initiated the 

documentation of the petroglyphs at the Chilas region in 1973 (Bandini-Kӧnig & Bemmann, 1997). 

The carvings at Chilas Bridge were extensively documented and catalogued by the German scholars 

(Bandini-König, 2003). A total of 199 Buddhist stupa carvings were recorded at the site, including 

the 49 possible pagoda-like structures. The present paper investigates these 49 pagoda-like structures 
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for statistical patterns at the site. The carvings at the Chilas Bridge site has been dated from 1st to 

6th/7th centuries CE (Thewalt, 2008: 63-66).  

This research is based upon the secondary datasets from the publications/catalogues of the 

Pak-German Archaeological Mission since the early 1980s (Bandini-König, 2003). The current 

research started with the translation of the German language publications and refinement of these 

publications into petroglyph datasets with physical dimensions and categorical descriptors using File 

Maker Pro and Microsoft Excel. The streamlined dataset was then processed through the STATA 

software for statistical analyses. The datasets were predominantly investigated for frequency, cross-

tabulation and cluster analyses of the individual features and their combinations. These analyses were 

meant to explore patterns and correlations of and between different aspects of the pagoda-like 

carvings at the Chilas Bridge site. For analytical purposes, we categorized a total of 67 variables 

were created for each of the features, including size (height, width), architectural elements (bases or 

storeys, domes, umbrellas, finials) decorative elements (bells, banners) and stylistic features (angles, 

orientation) for all of the 49 pagoda-like carvings.  

The explored characteristic features included bases or storeys, aṇḍa or dome, drum, chattra 

or single screen of umbrella, yashti or mast, chattravali or the complete pyramidal umbrella structure 

and pataka or banners or flags (Bandini-König, 2003: 6; Thewalt, 2008). The carvings had been 

methodically recorded by the German scholars, and information on different features were deduced 

either directly or indirectly from their publication (Bandini-König, 2003; Thewalt, 2008). We 

employed the terms stupa, and pagoda-like to denote structures with both buried and without buried 

remains of Buddha, his disciples or famous monks (Ebert, 1994: 268; Nasim Khan, 1997-98: 39). All 

the stupa images, including pagoda-like structures, are assumed to date between the 1st to 6th-7th 

century CE, although no direct dates were available (Thewalt, 2008: 63-66). 
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Exploratory Investigation of Pagoda-like Structures  

The 49 pagoda-like structures were carved, through percussion, on 15 relatively large igneous 

gabbro-norite rocks. The quantity of pagoda-like structure images on each outcrop ranged from 1 to 

17 per rock. In fact, ten rocks had only one pagoda-like structure, while two rocks had 17 and 10 

pagoda-like structures each. This shows that the concentration and distribution of the pagoda-like 

structures at the site was not uniform, as more than half of the pagoda-like structures were carved on 

the same two outcrops. However, the reason for the selection of these two areas for petroglyphs of 

the pagoda-like is unknown.  

The heights of stupa carvings, recorded in centimetres, were given for all of the 49 pagoda-

like structures.  The heights ranged between 14 and 89 centimetres. Seven of these pagoda-like 

structures share the same height of 27 centimetres. On average, the height of a stupa carving 

measured 38 centimetres. Height-wise the pagoda-like structures could be divided into two 

categories. Most of the pagoda-like structures, (n=25) were tall, between 31 to 89 centimetres, while 

slightly less than half (n = 23) of the pagoda-like structure were less than or equal to 30 centimetres. 

Five pagoda-like structures had heights ranging from 71 to 89 centimetres. Height-wise, there were 

25 medium-sized, 23 of small-sized and a single large-size pagoda-like structure at the site.  

However, the over-whelming majority of the pagoda-like structures, (n=41), were narrow 

(less than 30 centimetres in width). There were seven wide pagoda-like structures with widths 

ranging from 31 to 80 centimetres, forming a medium-sized category. Based on width, a single 

large-sized pagoda-like structure had width of 92 centimetres. The smallest width recorded for a 

stupa carving was 4 centimetres, while the largest width was 93 centimetres. On average, the 

width of a stupa carving measured 19.5 centimetres. 
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The availability of the measurements for heights and widths allowed to calculate the area 

for all the pagoda-like structures at the site. The majority or 43 of 49 or 88 percent pagoda-like 

structures were less than or equal to 0.1 square metres in area. There were only 6 pagoda-like 

structures with area greater than 0.101 square metres.  

The cluster analyses of the correlations between the widths and heights showed that the 

majority of the stupa carvings cluster between the 4 – 30 centimetres in width and 14 to 60 

centimetres in height (Fig. 9). There were very few outliers to this cluster, especially when the 

width was disproportionally greater than the height of the stupa carving. Generally, the heights 

corresponded to the widths of the stupa carvings.  

The pagoda-like structures greatly varied in their ratios between the heights and widths. 

However, generally the heights corresponded in 2 to 1 ratios to the widths of the pagoda-like 

structures. In our dataset, there were at least two exceptions to this relationship. In one instance, 

the width (93 centimetres) was more than four times the height (23 centimetres). Similarly, the 

height (89 centimetres) of a pagoda-like structure was three times the width (29 centimetres). 

This suggests that pagoda-like structures were generally constructed with a height to width ratio 

of 2-1.  Possibly inspired from the early Gandharan stupas, the carves of the pagoda-like 

structures in this region had already developed a tendency toward the high, “stacked” 

architecture that occasionally permitted even higher ratios. However, there were clues to the 

tradition of experimentation of tinkering with other plans, such as the wide wide structure. 

The cluster analyses showed that the majority of 49 pagoda-like structures, (n= 44, or 90 

percent) are small (4 to 27 centimetres in width and 14 to 79 centimetres in height) (Fig. 7). The 

smallest of all the pagoda-like structures was 4 centimetres in width and 14 centimetres in height. 
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There were four medium sized pagoda-like structures, ranging from 29 to 37 centimetres in 

widths and 27 to 89 centimetres in heights. The large sized category was represented by a single 

pagoda-like structure with 93 centimetres in width and 23 centimetres in height. There were at 

least two square pagoda-like structures with widths and heights of 27 centimetres.  

The categorized scatter plot of the stupa carvings‟ lengths and widths, plotted together, 

indicated that the small-sized stupa carvings were the most compact and common, while the extra-

large was the rarest. However, there was considerable variation within the medium-sized stupa 

carvings at the site.  

The pagoda-like structures were divided into different constituent parts. The majority, (n 

= 41), of the pagoda-like structures were provided with more than one architectural level All of 

the pagoda-like structures had a dome element and a base. Most dome elements were either 

semi-circular (24 examples) or horseshoe in shape (22 examples). We also identified a single 

example each of round, rectangular and irregular dome structures. Nine domical structures were 

decorated with designs that comprised of dots and niches, while a single domical structure was 

decorated with dots. Most, (n=41), of the pagoda-like structures were also provided with a yashti, 

while drums, and pataka/varsasthali were present in 27 and 20 pagoda-like structures, 

respectively. Most of the varsasthali structures were protuberant yashti, sometime topped by a 

circle (sun), trident or crescent pierced by yashti. Only 6 pagoda-like structures exhibited a 

chattra, making it the least represented element within the pagoda-like structures. We also 

identified isolated carvings yielding two, three, four and five chattra each.  

The majority, (n =42), of the pagoda-like structures had two or more bases or stories. 

Seven of the pagoda-like structures had a single level (Fig. 8). Pagoda-like structures with 3 
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levels were found in 11 carvings. Within the multi-base pagoda-like structures, it seemed that 

two-story structures were the most commonly depicted structure. Five pagoda-like structures had 

5 stories, while a single pagoda-like structure had 10 bases. This suggest that while many 

pagoda-like structures were consisted of only two levels; however, some of these, occasionally, 

reached ten storeys. 

The angle or tilt was known for all of the pagoda-like structures at the site and it was 

probably measured by the German scholars in relation to the cardinal direction of the natural surface 

of the rock fact on which the images were carved. The most favourite angle seemed to 15 and 25 

degrees represented by 8 pagoda-like structure carvings (Fig. 9). Five of the pagoda-structures with 

no angle were carved on top of the rocks, facing the sky. Five other pagoda-like structures were 

carved with 30, 50 and 60 degrees angles each.  

The pagoda-like structures with angles ranging between 46 and 60 degrees was the second 

largest group at the site and was represented by 12 of 49 or 24 percent structures.  The orientations 

between 61 and 75 degrees was the least represented group within the pagoda-like structures at the 

site, and no carvings were recovered with orientations greater than 75 degrees. This suggests that a 

gentle tilt in relation to the rock face was the favoured convention for carving pagoda-like structure 

images at Chilas Bridge site. 

Cardinal and inter-cardinal directions were known for all of the pagoda-like structures at 

the site. The orientation of all the stupa carvings were possibly recorded on the direction of the 

rock facings by the German scholars.  Except for the north, the pagoda-like structures were 

oriented in all cardinal and inter-cardinal directions (Fig. 10). However, the majority, (n = 11), of 

the pagoda-like structures were oriented to the west.  
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The small-sized pagoda-like structures (the most numerous category) were oriented in 

almost all directions with the exception of north (Fig. 11). However, most of the small-sized 

pagoda-like structures were oriented in west and south directions. The medium-sized category 

pagoda-like structures were oriented mainly in northwestern direction. The solitary large-sized 

pagoda-like structure was oriented to the west.  

Discussion 

The Chilas Bridge site is possibly one of the largest petroglyphic sites in northern and 

northwestern Pakistan in terms of stupa carvings. Similarly, the number of the pagoda-like 

structures at the Chilas Bridge places the site as one of the largest in the Diamer District. With 

the exception of a few stupa models, none of the Gandharan stupas survived in all its 

architectural details. Our statistical analyses of the widths and heights of the stupa carvings 

revealed a possible convention or formulae of stupa carving, where the mean height 

(approximately 38 centimetres) was almost double to the mean width (approximately 17.5 

centimetres). This means that the normal stupa carvings at Chilas Bridge were almost always 

higher than wider in the 2 to 1 ratio. Most of the petroglyphs of the pagoda-like structure at the 

Chilas Bridge are less than 60 and 30 centimetres in heights and widths respectively and were 

less than 0.1 square metre in area. The highest and widest pagoda-like structures seemed to have 

been exceptions to the general patterns of the site. It is unclear if this choice was linked with 

religious or artistic conventions or that it was a deliberate choice by the artists dictated by the 

accessibility of the relatively small space for carvings at the rocks or the sizes were reduced for 

accommodating other petroglyphs. Associated ceremonial considerations, or financial 

costs/effort, for the carving the pagoda-like structures might have played a role in deciding its 
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size. Despite the lack of physical stupa remains in the region, our analyses allow us to 

hypothesize that this height/width ratio was a feature of pagoda-like structure pagoda-like 

construction in Pakistan in the first millennium CE. These conventions seemed to have been 

followed throughout the entire existence of the Chilas Bridge site from 1st to 6
th

/7
th

 centuries CE. 

The Gandharan builders of the stupas were interested in transforming the tumulus-type 

stupa into an architectural configuration of „more inspiring proportions and character‟ and they 

achieved it through constructing stupas on tall platforms, and by elongating the body of the stupa 

upwards (Brown, 1940: 33). The addition of multiple levels or stories as well as drums and 

elaborate chattravali and varsasthali helped in achieving this objective. The analyses of the 

different components of the pagoda-like structures at the Chilas Bridge site denote that the 

representation of aṇḍa, bases or storeys, yashti, pataka and varsasthali were considered key 

components of pagoda-like structures. It seemed that domes, bases or storeys and yashti were 

main concern of the artists at the site when drawing the pagoda-like structures.  Six of the 

pagoda-like structures had a yashti that went all the way to the lower most bases. These were 

followed by the addition of pataka and varsasthali. Pataka were carved on 20 or 41 percent of 

the pagoda-like structure images. Pataka were mostly (13 examples) drawn on the both sides of 

the pagoda-structures. Five pagoda-like structures were provided with pataka on the right side 

while two had pataka on left. The pataka remained central to the stupa carving tradition in 

northern Pakistan, from the earliest stupa carving sites, such as Dadam Das of 1
st
 century BCE to 

1
st
 century CE, to 1

st
 to the 6

th
/7

th
 century CE at Chilas Bridge site.  

The angle of the orientation of the pagoda-like structures was an important feature at the 

Chilas Bridge site. Almost all the pagoda-like structures did not follow the cardinal directions of 
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the rocks and were almost always tilted. Most, (n=40), of pagoda-like structures were tilted 

between 10 and 50 degrees. The reason for the particular degree of tilt is not known. From some 

carvings at the Chilas Bridge site, it is clear that the petroglyphs of the pagoda-like structures 

were intentionally tilted to a certain direction despite the fact that there was ample space 

available for carving stupas without any tilt (Fig. 12). Thus, it can be argued that the tilting of the 

pagoda-like structures was an intentional endeavour and possibly had symbolic meanings to the 

artists or carvers and devotees or travellers. The angle of the orientation of the pagoda-like 

structures was probably dictated by the preference of the engraver(s)/devotees or commissioning 

devotees or travellers. 

Most of the pagoda-like structures were oriented to face cardinal directions, with south 

and west as the most common orientations. However, the largest share of pagoda-like structures 

were oriented to east/northeast/southeast. Similar to the angles of the stupa carvings, the 

meanings of orientation or the utilization of the specific spaces on rock surfaces, could have been 

relatively easier to understand if the buried archaeology, such as the location of the Buddhist 

religious sites and monasteries, of the site and region was known.  

The meaning and purpose of the orientation of pagoda-like structures could be accessed 

through systematic analyses, buried archaeology and the investigation of the petroglyphs in their 

regional contexts. In tandem with our findings here,, he recent discovery of a possible Buddhist 

monastery, dated to 4
th

 – 6
th

 century CE, was made at Thalpan, District Diamer (Zahir, 2019: 46). 

opposite to Chilas Bridge, makes it imperative to investigate the buried archaeology of the 

region. The sculptures and architectural features from Thalpan were found similar in form and 

technique to the Gandharan Buddhist art, discovered from Gandhara, Taxila and Udyâna (Zahir, 
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2019: 46). The findings from Thalpan suggested a strong linkage between the ancient regions of 

Gandhara, Taxila and Udyâna and the Chilas and Thalpan regions of Gilgit-Baltistan of Pakistan 

(Zahir, 2019: 46).  Combined study of buried archaeological features and petroglyphs such as 

those at Chilas Bridge promises to help us understand the relationship between conventions 

observed in these stupa carvings, such as the height/width ratio and angle of orientation, and real 

architectural traditions, ceremonial practices, and relationships with other early Buddhist areas in 

Gandhara, Taxila and Udyâna (Zahir, 2019).  

The Chinese pilgrim Faxian (Fa-Hian), in 400 CE, visited and recorded the presence of 

Buddhism in the Chilas and Thalpan area. In fact, he documented the strong presence of 

Hinayana Buddhism or Little Vehicle, at a Buddhist centre, called To-li (Dani, 1991: 134). 

Previously, To-li site had identified with an archaeological site in the in the Darel valley of 

District Diamer. Darel is a small valley on the right bank of the Indus River that acted as conduit 

between the Diamer region, Yasin valleys, ancient Udyâna and Badakhshan province of 

Afghanistan. The presence of possible pagoda structures at Chilas Bridge site, located on a major 

nodal point on the ancient Silk routes, represent a strong link with China. In fact, Dani (1991: 

142) identified To-li broadly with the Chilas region. Alternatively, our recent discovery of a 

Buddhist monastic complex (Zahir, 2019) may link To-li instead with Thalpan village, across the 

River Indus from Chilas Bridge site.   

The tradition of stupa carving at Chilas Bridge started from 1st to 6th/7th century CE, possibly 

corresponding to the dominance of Buddhism in northern areas of Pakistan (Bandini-König, 2003; 

Nasim Khan, 2018). The site appears to have been utilized continuously for carving due to its 

strategic location on trade routes as a nodal or crossing point over Indus River. The variations in the 
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stupa carving we observed at Chilas Bridge may reflect changing traditions across the early Buddhist 

period to the early Middle Ages. In later periods, the abundance of Buddhist monuments and 

petroglyphs might have acted as attraction in itself for people from various regions who might have 

visited the region and felt compelled, religiously or otherwise, to leave their own marks. The 

continuous utilization of these localities might have turned them into an object of veneration or even 

worship in itself. Future investigation shall focus on exploring these aspects of the stupa at 

petroglyphic sites in the region. 

Implications for Buddhism and the Silk Routes 

The existence of stupa carvings may imply the presence of Buddhism at Chilas Bridge, 

linked with the religious beliefs of the engraver(s), travellers or devotees or commissioning 

devotees or political elites. The continuous existence of the tradition of carvings stupas at these 

particular locations for about seven centuries also signify the use of communication routes and 

the existing of vibrant Buddhist communities in these regions and the the pivotal position of 

Chilas on the trade routes. Such routes passing through Chilas were also critical to the progress 

and propagation of Buddhism from within and outside South Asia, particularly from Gandhara, 

Taxila and Udyâna to China and Central Asia, and beyond. Furthermore, if stupa carvings reflect 

the presence of Buddhism at Chilas or other particular localities, then Buddhism existed and 

flourished in the Chilas Bridge area. However, the role and importance of this region in the 

progress and propagation of Buddhism needs to be explored through systematic transect surveys 

and excavations in future.  

Recently, carvings of other Buddhist pagoda structures have been identified at Shatial, 

District Upper Kohistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province (Hauptmann, 2008) and Thak Das/Gah 
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near Chilas, Gilgit-Baltistan (Hollmann, not dated; 1993). Furthermore, more than a dozen 

Chinese inscriptions have been recorded in Gilgit-Baltistan (Hauptmann, 2008; Hollmann, not 

dated; 1993). Additionally, the possibility of Chinese satellite centres between Gilgit-Baltistan 

and Tarim Basins have been postulated (Hollmann, not dated; 1993). All these evidence 

collectively, and in perspective of the strong link between northern and northwestern South Asia, 

especially Gandhara, Taxila and China, it may be argued that, and pending further research, the 

Chinese pagoda reflected and evolved from the Gandharan stupa tradition that evolved in north-

western Pakistan in the 1
st
 millennium CE.  

Conclusions 

The Chilas Bridge site is known for some of the most beautifully decorated stupa 

carvings, including 49 pagoda-like structures in the region, likely relating to the local florescence 

of Buddhism and Buddhist art along the networks of the ancient silk road. The stupa and pagoda-

like carvings show a sophisticated carving tradition, wherein stupas were embellished with 

beautifully executed features primarily from the Gandharan stupa construction traditions. Our 

analyses of the stupa carvings reveal new insights into the religious architecture and practices of 

Buddhism in northern Pakistan. Statistical analyses showed patterns within the different aspects 

of the stupa carvings at the site. The cross tabulation and cluster analysis showed relationship 

between the different aspects of the pagoda-like structures, such as the relationship between the 

heights and widths of the stupa carvings. Observed features of the pagoda-like structures, and the 

associated Buddhist historical, archaeological and literary traditions, raise the possibility of the 

import of the Gandharan stupa construction traditions into mainland China and its evolution and 

continuation in the form of pagoda architecture. Further investigation of pagodas, pagoda-like 
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structure‟ petroglyphs at other sites in northern and north-western South Asia and its comparison 

with architecture of the extant pagodas in China in future has the potential to reveal more about 

the origin and spread of Buddhism and religious architecture across the ancient Silk Roads.  
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Figure 1: Map of District Diamer and surrounding regions, Gilgit Baltistan 

 

 

Figure 2: Map of the Chilas Bridge site (Source: Google Earth Pro, 18 September 2020). 
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Figure 3: General photograph of the Chilas Bridge site 

 

Figure 4: Pagoda-like structures from Chilas Bridge site (adapted from Bandini-König, 2003) 
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Figure 5: Pagoda-like structures from Chilas Bridge site (adapted from Bandini-König, 2003) 

 

 

Figure 6: Pagoda-like structures from Chilas Bridge site (adapted from Bandini-König, 2003) 
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Figure 7: Cluster diagram of the pagoda-like structures, Chilas Bridge 

 

 

Figure 8: Histogram of number of pagoda-like carvings by number of architectural stories. 
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Figure 9: Histogram of number of carvings by angle. 

 

Figure 10: Frequency of the Orientation 
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Figure 11: Frequency of pagoda-like categories and orientation by size category 

 

 

Figure 12: The visual difference in tilt of the pagoda-like structures and stupas  
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